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Abstract—In automotive body parts, the tapered members of QP980 high-strength steel not only enable the parts to achieve ultra-high strength, but also significantly reduce the weight of the parts. However, it is different to form parts of QP980 without defects at normal temperature since QP980 has high strength and poor ductility. In view of these shortcomings, FEM software ABAQUS is used to establish the thermal-mechanical coupling finite element calculation model of QP980 high-strength steel material tapered member with local heating roll forming at different temperatures in this paper. The deformation characteristics of QP980 high-strength steel in hot forming process was analyzed in terms of equivalent stress, equivalent strain, roll forming force, roll forming moment, and bending rebound. The results show that QP980 high-strength steel has good plasticity, small springback amount and good forming quality at 350 °C, and can be formed to be complex tapered members, which provides a theoretical guidance for actual QP980 sheet metal forming process.

Index Terms—QP980, heating forming, finite element analysis, forming quality

I. INTRODUCTION

In the lightweight manufacturing of automobiles, the selection of high-strength steel components is regarded as one of the means to reduce fuel consumption of automobiles. In the manufacture of automotive body parts, the use of tapered members not only enables the parts to achieve the required strength, but also significantly reduces the weight of the parts. With the vigorous development of automobile light-weighting, many scholars have continuously researched and explored the roll forming technology. Data M Company is prominent in the roll forming software, which mainly studies the cold bending process of various cross-section profiles used in the automotive field, and designs and develops the first tapered roll forming prototype [1]. For the hot roll forming process and processing defects, Ozturk [2] studied the forming behavior of high-strength steel DP600 under rolling deformation with 60°bending angle. The results show that the plasticity of DP600 increases with temperature significantly improved, the amount of rebound is reduced. M. Lindgren [3] designed a rotating local heating device for roll forming for TRIP high strength steel. However, studies have shown that at normal temperature, high-strength steel has high strength, poor ductility, difficulty in forming, and defects in the formed member.

In view of these shortcomings of high-strength steel, this paper takes QP980 high-strength steel material as the research object, and combines the experimental investigation and finite element analysis method [4, 5] to study the local heating roll forming mechanism of high-strength steel. Up to now, there have been few studies on hot roll forming technology, especially the research on core technologies [6]. Roll forming is a forming process for continuously forming sheet metal. In the forming process, the multi-pass forming rolls are processed according to the forming angle of the process, and the sheet material is gradually bent laterally to obtain a metal section of a specific section [7]. In this paper, the QP980 high-strength steel material is subjected to uniaxial tensile test at 200 °C to 450 °C. Then the thermal-mechanical coupling finite element calculation model at different temperatures is established by ABAQUS software. Simulation analysis of equivalent stress, equivalent strain, roll forming force, and bending springback is carried out to study the deformation law of QP980 high-strength steel during hot forming, so as to explore the optimal heating conditions to provide a theoretical basis for actual sheet metal forming [8, 9].

II. HIGH TEMPERATURE UNIAXIAL TENSILE TEST OF QP980

A. Materials and methods

Temperature has a great influence on the mechanical and physical properties of the materials. With the help of a tensile tester, uniaxial tensile tests at different high temperatures were carried out to obtain the accurate mechanical properties of QP980 material. In this paper, the experimental specimens were obtained by cutting the QP980 steel plate. Taking three specimens in the 0° direction, uniaxial tensile tests were performed at temperature of 200°C, 250°C, 300°C, 350°C, 400°C, and 450°C. In the uniaxial tensile test, the experimental stretching rate was 0.1 mm/min. According to the requirements of the related standard, the dimension of the uniaxial tensile test piece of the metal sheet is shown in Fig. 1.

B. Data processing

After the high temperature uniaxial tensile test, the
nominal stress and nominal strain of the QP980 specimen during the stretching process can be obtained. However, the true stress and strain are needed in the subsequent simulation environment. Therefore, the measured experimental data needs to be processed. According to the formula $\sigma = \sigma_1 (1+\varepsilon_1)$, $\varepsilon = \ln (1+\varepsilon_1)$, $\sigma = F/A$, $\varepsilon_1 = \Delta l/l$ (where A is the cross-sectional area of the original test piece, and $l$ is the original length of test piece, $\Delta l$ is the change of the length of the specimen after the experiment, $\sigma_1$ is the nominal stress, $\varepsilon_1$ is the nominal strain, $\sigma$ is the true stress, and $\varepsilon$ is the true strain). After obtaining the true stress and strain, the stress-strain curve is drawn using OriginsPro software as shown in Fig. 2.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the tensile strength of QP980 high-strength steel is gradually decreasing as the temperature rises. The mechanical properties of QP980 at different temperatures can be obtained from the stress-strain curve. The performance indexes are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Yield strength $\sigma_y$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Tensile strength $\sigma_t$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Elongation $\delta$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200°C</td>
<td>540.04</td>
<td>741.32</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250°C</td>
<td>420.66</td>
<td>641.36</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300°C</td>
<td>403.67</td>
<td>636.52</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350°C</td>
<td>370.2</td>
<td>488.30</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400°C</td>
<td>341.28</td>
<td>435.59</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450°C</td>
<td>207.53</td>
<td>285.56</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. **FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION AND COMPARISON OF QP980 LOCAL HEATING ROLL FORMING**

In this paper, the finite element analysis software ABAQUS, which can solve large-scale nonlinear calculations, is used to simulate the hot forming of QP980 materials at different temperatures. The optimum forming temperature of the QP980 is obtained by comparative analysis of roll forming force, forming moment, stress-strain distribution, springback amount, etc. In the ABAQUS, sequential coupling stress analysis is used as follows: steady-state (or transient) thermal analysis is firstly performed to establish a thermal element model, then a thermal load is applied and solve. Then, the static structure analysis is performed, the unit type is converted into a structural unit. Finally, the thermal analysis result is applied as a load to solve the result.

A. **Establishment of Finite Element Model for Tapered Member Roll Forming**

In this paper, the research is based on the tapered member unit of the fixed-die moving roll forming line. In the actual forming process, the sheet is formed by the pressure of the mold and the forming roll set. Therefore, only the mold model, the roll model and sheet metal model need to be set in the target model. Considering the deformation of the sheet, half of the entire model can be simulated when modeling. The simplified model is shown in Fig. 3.

The five passes of the model are modeled according to the actual structure. The roll forming angles are $30^\circ$, $50^\circ$, $70^\circ$, $84^\circ$, $84^\circ$. The five-stage mold in the actual structure is simplified into one whole.

B. **Related parameter settings**

The mechanical properties of the material at six temperatures have been obtained by the uniaxial tensile test of QP980 specimen, and the material properties can be set according to the tensile test results. In the actual forming process, the deformation is mainly the deformation of the rolling direction, so the data in the $0^\circ$ direction is selected. The simulation analysis uses a local heating method to explore the appropriate forming
temperature, so the material properties at multiple temperatures can be set and then simulated at different temperatures.

In the simulation, the reference point and the local coordinate system are set, and the roll is set to a rotary motion. In the actual forming process, there is rolling friction and sliding friction between the sheet, the roll and the mold. For the convenience of calculation, the friction coefficient is set to a constant value of 0.15. In the actual production, the roll is hardly deformed, so the roll can be defined as a rigid body. The mold is fixed and the deformation of the mold is negligible when forming, so it can be constrained to a rigid body and the full constraint is applied thereto.

The trajectory of the roll can be discretized by the method of discretizing the trajectory to obtain some points, as long as the distance between adjacent points is small enough to simulate the true trajectory of the roll. The specific method is: applying the split point function in AutoCAD, averaging the trajectory lines according to the forming speed to obtain a plurality of points, and then using the data extraction function to extract the coordinates of each point, and finally introducing the amplitude curve of the ABAQUS to realize the curve motion settings of the roll.

c. Finite element model meshing

The simplified model is imported into ABAQUS, and the mesh can be divided after the parameters are set [10, 11]. This article uses solid element analysis. Reasonable meshing not only improves the accuracy of the simulation, but also greatly reduces the running time of the computer and improves the operating efficiency. In the roll molding process, the bending deformation of the sheet material is large, and the mesh of the area should be refined. The stress of the U-shaped notch of the sheet is concentrated, therefore the mesh should be finely divided. The bottom web and side plates of the sheet are slightly deformed and can be divided by a coarse mesh [12]. For rolls and forming dies that are set to rigid bodies, quadrilateral meshes are used to mesh the objective.

B. Analysis of heating simulation results at different temperatures

![Fig. 4. Equivalent stress (Mises) diagram at different temperatures](image)

![Fig. 5. Equivalent strain (PEEQ) diagram at different temperatures](image)
a. Stress and strain analysis

The equivalent stress cloud diagram Mises of QP980 material at 200 °C, 250 °C, 300 °C, 350 °C, 400 °C, 450 °C is obtained, as shown in Fig.4: Stress concentration occurs in the U-shaped notch area and the corner portion where the sheet is bent, and a large residual stress occurs at the notch. At above 400 °C, the stress on each part of the sheet begins to increase. As the temperature increases, the maximum stress of the sheet is gradually reduced. Compared with the normal temperature, the equivalent stress decreases significantly at high temperature, and the equivalent stress is minimum at 450 °C.

Similarly, the equivalent strain cloud diagram of QP980 at temperature of 200 °C, 250 °C, 300 °C, 350 °C, 400 °C, 450 °C can be obtained, as shown in Fig.5. The results are listed in Table 2.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the plastic strain mainly occurs in the vertical plate bending zone after the forming is completed, and the maximum strain occurs in the U-shaped notch zone. The plasticity of QP980 increases under high temperature, and the strain increases obviously. The maximum equivalent plastic strain at 450 °C is about 1.47, which is obviously greater than the strain at 400 °C. This is because the elongation of the sheet is large at 450 °C, the sheet is severely deformed, and some sections are redundantly deformed, so the material is not suitable for forming at this temperature. The strain of QP980 is large at 400 °C, and the plasticity is better. From this point of view, QP980 is suitable for forming at 400 °C.

b. Analysis of roll forming force results

Since each pass roll is hardly subjected to the forming force in the Z direction [13], and the roll receives the maximum forming force in the Y direction. Therefore, the Y-direction forming force of each pass at different temperatures is extracted from multiple simulation results. The results is shown in Fig.6.

The forming force of the fourth pass of the QP980 sheet at the normal temperature is about 16KN. It can be seen from Fig.6 that the forming force of each pass is significantly reduced at high temperature. At temperatures below 350 °C, the forming force of the first two or three passes decreases significantly with increasing temperature. However, when the temperature is above 400 °C, the forming force of the first pass is abnormal. This is because the plasticity of the material increases greatly when the temperature exceeds 350 °C. It can be roughly estimated from the figure that the sheet forming effect is better between 350 °C and 400 °C, and the equipment requirements are lower.

c. Analysis of roll forming moment results

Compared with the torque received in both directions of X and Y, the torque of the roll in the Z direction is the largest [14]. Therefore, the magnitude of the torque in the Z direction is analyzed. The same as the method of extracting the forming force, the forming moments at different temperatures obtained by the extraction are shown in Fig.7.

It can be seen from Fig.7 that as the temperature increases, the forming moment of each pass gradually decreases, and the forming moment of each pass decreases sharply at 400 °C, indicating that the plasticity of the sheet increases at 400 °C, which is good for forming and reduces the output requirement for the working torque of the motor.

d. Analysis of rebound results of sheet metal parts

Three different sections after sheet metal forming were extracted from the simulation results for springback analysis. The section position is shown in Fig. 8, and then the forming angles of different sections at different temperatures were extracted and analyzed.

The cross section of the shaped part at each temperature was extracted in accordance with the sectional position
shown in Fig. 9. In order to visually compare the forming quality of the shaped part, the forming angle of the shaped part is tabulated as shown in Tables 3 to 5 below:

In Tables 3 to 5, the target α is the angle between the web of the ideal shaped part and the bottom plate, α is the actual angle; the target β is the angle between the ideal shaped wing region and the web, and β is the actual angle. Δα and Δβ are the difference between the ideal forming angle of the sheet and the actual forming angle. It is known from the table that as the temperature increases, the springback of the sheet is significantly reduced. At 350 °C, the rebound angle of the three sections of A, B, and C is small. When the temperature exceeds 350 °C, the springback amount of the sheet is minimal. However, the deformation of the sheet is large, which affects the forming quality.

Taking into account factors such as equivalent stress strain, forming force, forming moment, sheet rebound, etc., the optimum temperature is around 350 °C for QP980 sheet metal forming process.

IV. CONCLUSION

(1) Simplify the mechanical structure of the variable section fixed-die roller forming part, establish the model in the finite element analysis software ABAQUS, set the material properties of the sheet according to the obtained QP980 high temperature tensile test data, and mesh the model reasonably. The roll trajectory and boundary conditions are set to simulate the QP980 at different temperatures of 200 °C, 250 °C, 300 °C, 350 °C, 400 °C, 450 °C.

(2) For the QP980 forming simulation results, the appropriate forming temperature is explored from the aspects of equivalent stress, equivalent strain, roll forming force, roll forming moment, and springback analysis. Through comparative analysis, QP980 has the best forming quality at 350 °C, and can form more complex tapered members, which provides a theoretical basis for actual sheet metal forming, and the requirements for equipment are reduced.
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